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Abstract

The present contribution deals with the accuracy of the transfer function of

state�space parametric models estimated under the prediction error identi�cation

framework� More precisely� we intend to propagate the Cramer�Rao bound usually

available on the covariance matrix of the state�space parameter estimates to that of

the coe�cients of the corresponding input�to�output transfer function�

A natural way to solve this problem is to take advantage of the Jacobian matrix of

the state�space to transfer function transformation while applying Gauss� formula

for evaluating the covariance of the transfer function coe�cients� Here� we focus

on the computational aspects of the evaluation of this Jacobian matrix� In doing

so� we show that the most computationally e�cient way to access this matrix is to

evaluate it as the product of the Jacobian matrices associated to the two following
transformations� �rstly� from the original state�space model to a state�space repre�

sentation where the state�feedback matrix is diagonal and� secondly� from this latter

state�space representation to the model transfer function� Note that the elements

of these two Jacobian matrices are evaluated analytically�

Keywords� prediction error identi�cation� MIMO systems� Cramer�Rao bound� ma�

trix perturbation theory

� Introduction

In this paper� we consider multi�input�multi�output �MIMO� systems whose input�to�
output �I�O� measurements are described by the dynamic system

x�t � �� � Ax�t� �Bu�t� �Ke�t�
y�t� � Cx�t� �Du�t� � e�t�

���
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where u�t� � R
m and y�t� � R

p � respectively� denote the input and output of the system
while e�t� � R

p stands for white noise disturbance samples� The dimension of the state
vector x�t�� i�e� n� is the order of the state�space realization of the system� Furthermore�
A � R

n�n � B � R
n�m � C � R

p�n � D � R
p�m and K � R

n�p are called the state�space
matrices of the system� In particular� the matrix A is the state�feedback matrix �Kailath
������
Here� we suppose that this system has been estimated by use of prediction error iden�
ti�cation methods �Ljung ����� McKelvey ����� on the based of data measurements�
i�e�

ZN � f�y�t�� u�t��� � � t � Ng
As recalled in Section 
� such methods not only provide state�space matrix estimates but
they also characterize the quality of these estimates� Furthermore� under appropriate
assumptions on the system disturbance� they achieve maximum likelihood estimates of
these matrices so that this quality takes the form of covariance estimates� denoted cov����
of the state�space matrix elements �put in the vector � � Rd� � that were used as parameters
during the identi�cation process� For example� in the case the state�space matrices are
fully parameterized� the vector � is identical to

� � �a��� � � � � ann� b��� � � � � bnm� c��� � � � � cpn� d��� � � � � dpm� k��� � � � � knp�
T

belonging to Rn�m�n��p��pm so that d� � n�m�n�
p��pm� Note that� because of model
overparameterization� the covariance matrix of this vector would be in�nite unless care is
taken for inverting the related information matrix �see Section 
��

The aim of the paper is to focus on the transfer function description of the state�space
representation of the system ��� that is as follows

y�t� � G�q�u�t� �H�q�e�t� �
�

with
G�q� � C �qIn � A���B �D H�q� � C �qIn � A���K � Ip �	�

where Ip denotes the identity matrix in R
p while q stands for the unit shift operator� i�e�

q s�t� � s�t���� The �matrix� dynamics of the system lies in the linear operators G�q� and
H�q� that are called the I�O and noise�to�output �N�O� system dynamics� respectively�

In sake of clarity� let us �rst state several notations� The �i� j��th I�O transfer function
is detailed as

Gij�q� � �C adj�qIn � A� B�ij�jqIn � Aj� dij ���

�
�ij�n � �ij�n��q � � � �� �ij��q

n�� � dijq
n

�n � �n��q � � � �� ��qn�� � qn
� �ij�q����q�

where adj�M� �resp� jM j� stands for the adjoint �resp� determinant� of the matrix M �
The �i� l��th N�O transfer function is written as

Hil�q� � �C adj�qIn � A� K�il�jqIn � Aj� 	il ���

� �
il�n � 
il�n��q � � � �� 
il��q
n�� � 	ilq

n����q� � 
il�q����q�






where 	ij denotes the Kronecker symbol� Note that � � i� l � p and � � j � m in these
two expressions� Furthermore� the vector � � R

d� with d� � n���p�m�p���pm contains
all the related coe�cients� i�e�

� � ��T � �d��� �
T
���� � � � � �d�m� �

T
�m�� � � �

� � � � �dp�� �
T
p��� � � � � �dpm� �

T
pm�� 


T
��� � � � � 


T
�p� � � � � 


T
p�� � � � � 


T
pp�

T

where �T � ���� � � � � �n�� �
T
ij � ��ij��� � � � � �ij�n� and 
Til � �
il��� � � � � 
il�n� belong to Rn �

Then� the purpose of the paper is to characterize the quality of these transfer functions
while propagating that of the underlying state�space matrices in situations where �maxi�
mum likelihood� estimates of these matrices as well as of the covariance of the associated
elements are known� In other words� we want to evaluate an estimate of the covariance
matrix of the coe�cient vector �� denoted by cov���� This covariance matrix estimate can
actually be expressed in terms of the elements of the state�space covariance matrix of the
state�space �parameters��
By use of Gauss� formula for variable changes� i�e� d� � J��� d� where J��� � R

d��d� is
the Jacobian matrix of the transformation from � to � �see expressions in �	��� it is easily
seen that

cov��� � J��� cov��� J
�
���

where the symbol � denotes the conjugate�transpose operator� Note that the Jacobian
matrix is evaluated at the current value of the vector �� i�e� J��� � J�������

Obviously� this covariance transformation formula is nothing new� The contribution of
the paper is to derive a way to e�ciently compute the related Jacobian matrix in the
present situation� i�e� state�space matrix elements to transfer function coe�cients�
The simplest method for evaluating this matrix is to perform numerical di�erentiation of
the transfer function coe�cients with respect to each elements in the vector �� Hence�
the i�th column J��� becomes

�J�������i � ���� � ��i�� ��� � ��i�� �
�

for small �  � where �i � Rd� has all zero entries except the i�th that is unity� Note
that ���� is performed by a �m � p��time �one per input�noise system �inputs�� call
to a single�input�multi�output �SIMO� state�space to transfer function transformation
procedure� e�g� the �th�tf� routine from the Identi�cation Toolbox of Matlab ���� This
�rst method is actually implemented for multi�input�single�output �MISO� state�space
system as the �thss�th� procedure so that it has to be applied p times �one per system
output� for leading to the complete result� Its total numerical cost is approximately

��Num� Di��� � p� ��thss�th�m�n��

where ��thss�th�m�n�� is the complexity of the �thss�th� routine for an m�inputs�n�
states system�
Here� we propose a procedure for evaluating the Jacobian matrix J��� that is based on

	



analytical di�erentiation of the transfer function coe�cients in �� As is seen in Section 	� if
the partial di�erentiations of these coe�cients are taken with respect to elements in state�
space matrices �within �� having no particular structure then its total numerical cost can
not compete with the above ��Num� Di���� On the opposite� in state�space representations
for which the matrix A is diagonal� the numerical complexity of the proposed method
becomes far lower than that of the �rst method� Such representations have a matrix
element vector generically denoted �� � C

d�� with d�� � n�m � 
p � �� � pm� In more
details� our procedure is made of two steps�

�� a transformation from the state�space representation �A�B�C�K� to one� denoted
� �A� �B� �C� �K�� for which the state�feedback matrix �A is diagonal� Its Jacobian matrix
is denoted J���� � C

d���d� �


� a transformation from the state�space representation � �A� �B� �C� �K� to the transfer
function description �G�q�� H�q�� whose Jacobian matrix is denoted J���� � C

d��d�� �

Hence� by application of these two variable changes� i�e� � � �� and �� � �� the original
Jacobian matrix becomes

J��� � J���� J����

The only restriction on the application of the proposed method is that the state�feedback
matrix A has distinct eigenvalues� The reason for that is that� in all other situations� the
transformation from � to �� is not di�erentiable because a subset of the eigenvectors of
this matrix is no more well de�ned �see� e�g�� �Kato ����� Stewart and Sun �������

Note that if the state�space covariance matrix is evaluated according to a state�space
representation in which the state�feedback matrix is diagonal� i�e� �A associated to ��� then
we can immediately write cov��� � J���� cov�

��� J�
����

� That is to say that the �rst part of

the procedure becomes useless�

The structure of the paper is as follows� In Section 
� we recall that� in the case when the
system disturbance originates from a Gaussian white noise e�t�� the mostly used prediction
identi�cation method gives access to an estimate of the Cramer�Rao bound upon the
covariance of the state�space matrix elements� i�e� within the vector �� In Section 	� we
develop expressions for the partial derivatives of the transfer function coe�cients with
respect to state�space matrix elements� i�e� � �i�� �j� The calculations rely on analytical
di�erentiations of matrix determinants� In Section �� we deal with the Jacobian matrix of
the similarity transformation that makes the state�feedback matrix diagonal� i�e� A� �A�
The underlying di�erentiation is based on the matrix perturbation theory �Stewart and
Sun ������ In Section �� we analyze in some details the two step procedure we propose in
this paper in order to estimate the covariance of the system transfer function coe�cients�
Therefore� we make use of the results derived in the preceding two sections� In Section ��
we discuss numerical issues of the present procedure� In fact� we illustrate its numerical
complexity and compare it to that of the method for which the Jacobian matrix J��� is
evaluated through numerical di�erentiations�

�



� Covariance of the state�space matrices

In this section� we recall some basic results about the prediction error identi�cation of
systems expressed in state�space forms� The results are concerned with the quality of
the estimates of the state�space matrices� i�e� A� B� C� D and K� obtained through the
minimization of the deviation between the output of a predictive model of the system and
that of the system itself when performed on the basis of given data measurements� i�e�
within ZN �

A natural predictor for the system in state�space form ��� is given by �McKelvey �����

 x�t� �� � �A�KC�  x�t� �B u�t� �K�y�t��Du�t��
 y�t� � C  x�t� �D u�t�

���

where  x�t� is an estimate of the state vector x�t� and  y�t� denotes the predictor for the
output y�t� of the system�

When applying prediction error identi�cation to such systems� a part of the elements of
the state�space matrices are taken as �nontrivial� parameters that are tuned in order to
make the predicted output  y�t� as close as possible to the system output y�t��
More precisely� the state�space model that is identi�ed as the best description of the
system dynamics in the prediction error sense on the only basis of data measurements in
ZN is the one whose parameters correspond to

 �N � argmin
��D�R

d�

V ��� ZN� ���

with

V ��� ZN� �
�


N

NX
t��

ky�t��  y�t� ��k��

where the vector � contains� put in a prede�ned order� the d� elements that are considered
as parameters in the state�space matrices� The subset D stands for the set of parameter
vectors � for which the predictor dynamics ��� is stable� i�e� all the eigenvalues of the
state�feedback matrix �A�KC� are inside the unit disk�
Note that we have put into light the dependence of the predictor output upon the param�
eter values� i�e�  y�t� �  y�t� ���

Note also that the choice of the elements in the state�space matrices that are considered
as parameters is called the parameterization of the state�space model�
For example �Ljung ����� McKelvey ������ the full parameterization considers all the el�
ements as parameters� the canonical parameterization has the minimal number of param�
eters� the tridiagonal parameterization imposes the matrix A to have only three principal
diagonals and the Hessenberg parameterization puts the matrix A is Hessenberg form�

Asymptotic results about the estimate  �N are given in �McKelvey ����� in reference to
the book of Ljung �Ljung ����� chap� ����� In the case when the system disturbance

�



originates from a Gaussian white noise e�t� �with covariance matrix ��Ip� and the I�O

data are quasi�stationary sequences� the vector  �N tends to a vector �belonging to D��
representing the system ��� in the considered parameterization of the state�space matrices
as the number of data becomes unbounded� More precisely� it is stated that

	 � � D� for which
p
N QT

N�
 �N � �� ��

N��
N ��� ��P � ���

with the covariance matrix identical to

P � N lim
N��

�QT
NRN QN�

��

where RN � RN��� denotes the information matrix of the data at �� i�e�

RN��� �
NX
t��

���t� ������t� ���T �

and QN stands for an orthogonal matrix related to the nonzero eigenvalues of RN � i�e� so
that RN � �QNQ

T
N � RN �QT

NQN�� This information matrix RN��� is expressed in terms of
the gradients of the prediction model output  y�t� �� with respect to the state�space vector
�� i�e� �l�t� �� � �  y�t� ���� �l evaluated at ��
In the convergence expression ���� we have only considered linear combinations of the
state�space parameters for which data information exists� Indeed� the orthogonal matrix
QN takes out of the asymptotic covariance matrix P the in!uence of the zero eigenvalues
of the information matrix RN � Such non�information originates from the fact that most of
the state�space models are over�parameterized� the canonical parameterization excepted�

Finally� it must be pointed out that the quadratic identi�cation cost V ��� ZN� is similar
to the logarithm of the likelihood function of the prediction error� i�e�  y�t� �� � y�t�� in
case of Gaussian white noise e�t�� This implies that the matrix ��P�N can be seen as the
asymptotic Cramer�Rao bound over the covariance matrix of the parameter vector �� In
the sequel of the paper� we shall consider estimates of the full�dimensional version of this
covariance matrix� i�e�

cov��� � �� lim
N��

QN �QT
NRN QN�

��QT
N

as evaluated via the pseudo�inverse �Stewart and Sun ����� of the information matrix
RN �
From a numerical point of view� it is desirable to have a procedure that computes the
matrix RN��� at low numerical cost� Therefore� a fast implementation of the evaluation
of the output prediction gradient signals ��t� �� is needed �see Carrette et al� �Carrette
and McKelvey �������

� State�space to transfer function Jacobian

In this section� we give analytical expressions for the elements of the Jacobian matrix
representing the transformation from the state�space �parameters� in the vector � to the

�



transfer function coe�cients within � �see Section ��� i�e� �J����ij � � �i�� �j� Remarks
concerning the particular case when the state�feedback matrix is diagonal� i�e� �A corre�
sponding to ��� are also provided�
The result is based on the analysis of the polynomials ��q�� �ij�q� and 
il�q� �with
� � i� l � p and � � j � m� constitutive of the I�O and N�O transfer functions of
the system� successively� For what concerns the polynomial ��q�� it can be immediately
mentioned that its �n� k��th coe�cient is found as

�n�k � �k��q���qkjq��
Thus� any partial derivative of this coe�cient with respect to the state�space �parameter�
�l can be written as

� �n�k

� �l
�

�

� �l

�
�k��q�

�qk

����
q��

�

Similar expressions are obtained for the partial derivatives of the coe�cients of the poly�
nomial �ij�q� and 
il�q� with respect to the elements in ��

Let us now give more details about such partial derivatives by use of the expressions in
�	� that can be seen as de�nitions of these polynomials�
The polynomial ��q� is seen to be identical to jqIn � Aj� The partial derivatives of this
determinant are recursively obtained by use of results in �Graham ������ Indeed� for any
matrix M�x� whose elements depend upon the variable x� we have that

� jM�x�j
� x

�
X
ij

� mij�x�

� x

� jM j
� mij

�
X
ij

� mij�x�

� x
����i�j

���M ��ij�
�� ���

where �M ��ij� stands for the matrixM whose i�th row and j�th column have been removed�
These expressions originate from the cofactor formulation of the determinant of a matrix�
In the case M � qIn � A and x � q� we have that � mij�x��� x � 	ij so that

� jqIn � Aj
� q

�
X
i

���qIn � A��ii�
��

Hence� we recursively obtain that

�n�k �
�k ��q�

� qk

����
q��

�
X
i����ik

����A��i����ik���
where �M ��i����ik� means that the rows and columns with indices belonging to fi�� � � � � ikg
are removed from M � Obviously� all these indices are di�erent�

�



Now� it remains to evaluate the partial derivative of this expression with respect to the
elements in � that belongs to A� e�g� �l � ajm� It is as follows

� �n�k

� ajm
� �����j�m���

X
i����ik

����A��jm�i����ik�

�� ����

This originates from the result in ��� with� e�g�� M � ��A��i� ���ik� and x � ajm for which
�msr�x���x � �	sj	rm �so that no sum over s and�or r is present��
It is worth noting that for any M � C

n�n � we have

����j�m
���M ��jm�i����ik�

�� �
�
adj
�
�M ��i����ik�

��
m�j�

�
���M ��i����ik�

�� ���M ��i� ���ik�
��T�

j�m�

����

where �j 	� m	� is the position of the �j�m��th element of M in �M ��jm�i����ik��

For what concerns the polynomial �ij�q�� we have that

�ij�q� � �C adj�qIn � A� B�ij � dij ��q�

In other words� it is written as

�ij�q� �
X
lm

cil �adj�qIn � A��lm bmj � dij ��q�

�
X
lm

����l�mcil
���qIn � A��ml�

�� bmj � dij ��q�

Thus� we have that

�ij�n�k �
�k �ij�q�

� qk

����
q��

� �C Sk B�ij � dij �n�k

with the �l� m��th element of the matrix Sk de�ned as

�Sk�lm � ����l�m �k j�qIn � A��ml�j
� qk

����
q��

� ����l�m
X
i����ik

����A��ml�i� ���ik�

�� kY
j��

�ij ��lm� ��
�

where �i��lm� is unity except when i � m or l for which it is zero� and when min�l� m� �
i � max�l� m� for which it is identical to minus one�
Hence� the partial derivatives of this coe�cients with respect to elements in A� B and C
�belonging to �� are simply written as

� �ij�n�k
� alm

�

	
C

�Sk

�alm
B



ij

� dij
� �n�k

� alm
��	�

�



and

� �ij�n�k
� blm

� 	jm �C Sk�il
� �ij�n�k
� clm

� 	li �Sk B�mj

� �ij�n�k
� dlm

� 	il	jm �n�k

Then� it only remains to �generically� evaluate the partial derivative of the elements in
Sk with respect to any ajs� i�e� �S 	k�js�lm � ��Sk�lm��ajs� This is done similarly to the
derivation of the coe�cient �n�k� The �l� m��th element of such matrix S 	k�js is de�ned as

�S 	k�js�lm � �����j�s���l�m���
X
i����ik

����A��js�ml�i����ik�

�� kY
j��

�ij ��lm� ����

so that the equation ��	� simply becomes ��ij�n�k��alm � �C S 	k�lm B�ij �dij��n�k��alm�

So far� we have not considered the coe�cient of the last term in the polynomial �ij�q�� i�e�
dij within dij q

n� Obviously� it only depends on the elements of the state�space matrix D�
The related partial derivative readily is �dij��dlm � 	il	jm�

Finally� the polynomial 
il�q� is treated similarly� We have from expression ��� that


il�q� �
X
jm

cij �adj�qIn � A��jm kml � 	il ��q�

Thus� with

il�n�k � �C Sk K�il � 	il �n�k

and the help of the preceding results� we obtain

� 
il�n�k
� ajm

� �C S 	k�jm K�il � 	il
� �n�k

� ajm

as well as
� 
il�n�k
� kjm

� 	lm �C Sk�ij
� 
il�n�k
� cjm

� 	ji �Sk K�ml

Before ending this section� it is worth noting that� in case of a diagonal state�space
representation� i�e� � �A� �B� �C� �K�� simpli�cations occur in the evaluation of the elements
of the Jacobian matrix �from �� to �� i�e� J������ Indeed� the �associated� matrices Sk and
S 	k�jj become diagonal with elements identical to

� �Sk�jj �
X
i����ik

Y
l 
�fj�i������ikg

���al� and � �S 	k�jj�ss � �
X
i����ik

Y
l 
�fs�j�i������ikg

���al�

because the �i�s are all one� Furthermore� we have that ��n�k���aj � �� �Sk�jj�
From a numerical point of view� note that the ��n� s�� k��th coe�cient of the following
q polynomial

Pn�s�q� �
Y

l 
�fl������lsg

�q � �al� � p�n�s� � p�n�s���q � � � �� p�q
�n�s��� � q�n�s�

�



is identical to
p�n�s��k �

X
i����ik

Y
l 
�f�l������ls��i������ikg

���al�

Thus� this implies that� by the Matlab �conv� procedure� we can access � �Sk�jj� � �Sk�jj�ss
as well as ��n�k���aj for � � k � n at once�

� Jacobian of eigen�similarity transformations

In this section� we give analytical expressions for the elements of the Jacobian matrix
representing the state�space transformation from the �parameters� in the vector � to the
�diagonal parameters� in the vector �� �see Section ��� i�e� �J�����ij � � ��i�� �j�
The results are based on the matrix perturbation theory �Stewart and Sun ����� chap� �
and �� that provides the perturbation analysis of the basic ingredients of this state�space
transformation� the eigen�pairs of the state�feedback matrix A� i�e� ��i� Xi� for � � i � n�
Note that� for the associated di�erentials to exist� these eigenvalues �i have to be distinct�
i�e� A being nonderogatory �Horn and Johnson ������

Let us write the �similarity� transformation linking the two state�space representations�
It leads to

�A � diag���� � � � � �n�� �B � Y �B� �C � CX� �D � D and �K � Y �K

where X �resp� Y � belonging to C n�n is the matrix of the eigenvectors of A �resp� A��� i�e�
Xi �resp� Yi� corresponding to �i� Note that from eigenvalue decomposition properties we
have Y �X � In� Obviously� the eigenvectors are functions of the elements of the matrix
A only� In our notation� we have �ai � �i�
Hence� any partial derivative of the state�space �diagonal parameters� with respect to the
elements in the state�feedback matrix A are written as

� �ai
� alm

�
� �i
� alm

while

� �bij
� alm

� �
�
V 	
lm

�B
�
ij
�

� �cij
� alm

�
�
�CV 	

lm

�
ij

and
� �kij
� alm

� �
�
V 	
lm

�K
�
ij

where V 	
lm � Y ���X��alm�� In these expressions� we made used the formula for the deriva�

tive of matrix inverse� i�e� �M����x � �M����M��x�M��� Of course� � �dij��alm � ��
For what concerns the partial derivatives with respect to the elements in the remaining
matrices� i�e� B� C� D and K� we simply have

� �bij
� blm

�
� �kij
� klm

� 	jm Yli�
� �cij
� clm

� 	il Xmj and
� �dij
� dlm

� 	il 	jm

while all the other partial derivatives are trivially zero�

��



To be complete� it remains to express the partial derivatives of the eigenpairs of the matrix
A with respect to its elements� i�e� � �i�A��� alm as well as � Xi�� alm�
This is achieved by matrix perturbation results �namely� Theorem 
�	 in Chapter � and
Theorem 
�� in Chapter � of the illuminating book of Stewart et al� �Stewart and Sun
������ where the eigenvalue decomposition of a perturbed version of the matrix A is
considered� In situations where the eigenvalues of the matrix A are distinct� these results
read as

�i�A � E� � �i � Y �
i E Xi �O�kEk���

and

Xi�A� E� � ��� �i�Xi �
X

��s
�i�n

Xs

Y �
s E Xi

�i � �s
�O�kEk���

where �i is obtained by normalizing the projection of the perturbed vector Xi�A � E�
onto Xi to unity� i�e� X�

i Xi�A� E� � ��
Hence� by taking E � � Elm where �  � and Elm has zero elements except that in the
�l� m��th position that is unity� we can write

� �i
� alm

� lim
���

�i�A� � Elm�� �i�A�

�
� Y �

i Elm Xi � �Yli�
� Xmi

and similarly for the partial derivative of the i�th eigenvector of A with respect to its
�l� m��th element� i�e� � Xi�� alm� so that we end up with the elements of the matrix V 	

lm

as
�V 	

lm�ij � Y �
i � Xj�� alm � �Yli�

� Xmj � ��j � �i�

for i 
� j while �V 	
lm�jj � � lim��� �j����� �� �Pi
�j�X

�X�ji�V
	
lm�ij��

It is worth noting that� remarkably enough� these analytical expressions have simple forms�
This of course leads to rather easy evaluations of the elements of the Jacobian matrix J�����

� Covariance of the transfer function coe�cients

In this section we make use of the results obtained in the last three section in order to
propose methods to achieve the covariance matrix of the coe�cients of the system transfer
function within the vector ��
Let us present and comment these methods in detail�

��� Basic method� �nD�TF�

The acronym �nD�TF� stands for �non�diagonal to transfer function� method�

�� Estimate the covariance matrix� i�e� cov���� of the state�space �parameters� corre�
sponding to any state�space representation�

��




� Evaluate the Jacobian matrix associated to the transformation going from this state�
space representation directly to the system transfer functions� i�e� J����

	� Apply Gauss� formula to obtain the covariance of the corresponding coe�cients� i�e�
cov��� � J��� cov��� J

�
����

In the �rst step� it is desirable to keep real�valued state�space matrices� i�e� �A�B�C�K��
There are two reasons for this� �rst� the numerical cost of complex�valued computations
is several times larger than those performed in the real space� secondly� the evaluation of
the output prediction gradients �see Section 
� leading to this covariance matrix already
represents a large numerical burden not to be increase inconsiderately� i�e� as if there were
several times more real�valued parameters present in the state�space vector ��
Note that there are two commonly used real state�space representations� namely� the full
or the canonical parameterization of the related matrices� The main di�erence between
these two is not expressed in terms of numerical complexities but in the property of
the canonical parameterization to deliver a prediction output gradient matrix that is full
�column� rank so that the relating information matrix RN ��� �to be inverted for obtaining
the covariance result� is regular�
In the second step� the results derived in Section 	 are applied� Unfortunately� the feed�
back matrix is �generically� non�diagonal� This means that no simpli�cations occur in
the evaluation of the matrices Sk and S 	k�lm in expressions ��
� and ����� respectively�
as well as in the consequent computations of the Jacobian matrix elements� Therefore�
the numerical complexity of this second is far prohibitive� It is worth noticing that this
Jacobian matrix is real�valued�
The last step is straightforward� only �real�valued� matrix products are performed�

��� Two�transformations method� �nD�D�TF�

The acronym �nD�D�TF� stands for �non�diagonal through diagonal to transfer function�
method� Its detailed steps successively are

�� Apply the �rst step of the preceding method� i�e� �nD�TF����


� Evaluate the Jacobian matrix related to the state�space transformation leading to a
�diagonal� state�space representation where the state�feedback matrix is diagonal�
i�e� J�����

	� Compute the Jacobian matrix associated to the transformation going from this
�diagonal� state�space representation to the system transfer functions� i�e� J�����

�� Apply Gauss� formula twice to obtain the covariance of the corresponding coe��
cients� i�e� cov��� � J��� cov��� J

�
��� with J��� � J���� J�����

For what concerns the �rst step� the remarks concerning the corresponding step in the
method �nD�TF� obviously apply�
In the second step� the results derived in Section � are applied� Note that the eigenvalues

�




and the eigenvectors of the matrix A are generally complex�valued so do the elements of
the resulting Jacobian matrix� i�e� J���� � C

d���d� �
In the third step� the results of Section 	 are applied in the case of a diagonal state�
feedback matrix� i�e� �A� This implies that the related Jacobian matrix is evaluated at
negligible numerical cost compared to the second step of the preceding method� i�e� �nD�
TF��
In the last step� it is worth to perform the product of the two Jacobian matrices� i�e�
leading to J���� at �rst� The reason for it is that the resulting matrix has real�valued
elements and does lead to a lower numerical cost of the remaining computations�

It will be seen in the next section that the present method is by far the fastest� There are
two reasons for this� on the �rst hand� the matrix of the output prediction gradients is
real�valued and� on the second hand� the state�space to transfer function transformation
is performed in the case of a diagonal state�feedback matrix�

��	 Taylorized method� �D�TF�

The acronym �D�TF� stands for �diagonal to transfer function� method� It reads as
follows�

�� Estimate the covariance matrix� i�e� cov����� of the �parameter� vector �� correspond�
ing to a �diagonal� state�space representation�


� Evaluate the Jacobian matrix associated to the transformation going from this �di�
agonal� state�space representation to the system transfer functions� i�e� J�����

	� Apply Gauss� formula to end up with the covariance of the corresponding coe��
cients� i�e� cov��� � J���� cov�

��� J�
����

�

In the �rst step� the state�space system is put in a representation for which the state�
feedback matrix is diagonal� i�e� � �A� �B� �C� �K�� This is done through a similarity trans�
formation that is made of the eigenvectors of the original matrix A� Note that in this
representation� the matrices are generally complex�valued�
Then� the covariance matrix of the associated state�space �parameters� �within ��� is eval�
uated on the basis of the output prediction gradients computed in that representation�
The related numerical complexity is larger than that of the �rst step of the preceding
two methods because of the complex�valuedness of the elements of the present state�space
matrices�
The second step is identical to the third step in the method �nD�D�TF�� Finally� it is worth
noting that the last step is performed in the complex space while its result is real�valued�

	 Numerical discussions

In this section� we intend to compare the amount of computations needed for evaluating
the covariance of the transfer function coe�cients �within the vector �� of a given state�

�	



space system by use of methods presented in this paper� In fact� we are more interested
by the time these methods take for performing the computations than by their numerical
complexities� The computer used for the simulations is a Sun Ultra �����E with �
� MB
RAM �under Matlab �����

Here� we consider a ��inputs� ��outputs and ���states system� i�e� p � m � � and n � ���
The number of data measurements that are available is N � �����
Three methods for evaluating the covariance matrix of the transfer function coe�cients
are compared� namely�

� �thss�th� on the basis of the covariance matrix of the state�space canonical �pa�
rameters�� i�e� cov���� This covariance matrix originates from a ��step iteration of
the �PEM� procedure�

� �nD�D�TF� using a canonical form of the state�space system� The covariance of the
corresponding �parameters�� i�e� cov���� is evaluated via a fast implementation of
the prediction output gradients �Carrette and McKelvey ����� on the basis of the
data set ZN �

� �D�TF� with a similar �but complex�valued� procedure for the evaluation of the
prediction output gradients leading to the covariance of the diagonal state�space
�parameters�� i�e� cov���� based upon ZN �

The results of the simulations are presented in Table � for a state�space system that has
been initialized on a random data set ZN �

Methods cov��� J���� cov���� J���� J��� cov��� Total

PEM � p�thss�th ��	��� � � � � 
�
��� �
����
nD�D�TF ����� ��	� � ���	 	��� 	��� 
����
D�TF � � ���	� ���� � ����� �	���

Table �� Time 	in Sec�
 spent for computing the indicated quantities by use of

the mentioned methods in the case of n � �� p � m � � and N � ��

The improvement of the proposed methods clearly appears in the �gures� The only
remarks we can add concern the di�erence between our two methods�

� the computation of the covariance matrix of the canonical �parameters�� i�e� cov����
is four times faster than that of the diagonal �parameters�� i�e� cov����� The reason
for this is that the �rst parameters are real�valued while the second are �generically�
complex�valued�

� starting from these state�space parameter covariances� the evaluation of the covari�
ance matrix of the transfer function coe�cients� i�e� cov���� is twice faster in the

��



�nD�D�TF� procedure� The same reason holds for it� namely� this method performs
one complex�valued and two real�valued matrix products� i�e� J��� � J���� J���� and
cov��� � J��� cov��� J���� respectively� while the �D�TF� procedure computes two

complex�valued matrix products� i�e� cov��� � J���� cov�
��� J�

����
�

Hence� the �nD�D�TF� procedure is our master choice for computing the covariance matrix
of the transfer function coe�cients in the �generic� case when the system state�feedback
matrix A is nonderogatory�
Finally� it can be mentioned that the Jacobian matrix from the original state�space �pa�
rameters� to the transfer function coe�cients� i�e� J���� appears to be �numerically�
robust with respect to small perturbations of the state�feedback matrix A� As such per�
turbations make all its eigenvalues distinct� we can consider the �nD�D�TF� procedure to
be the unavoidable computational choice�


 Conclusion

In this paper� we have dealt with the accuracy of the transfer function of state�space para�
metric models estimated under the prediction error identi�cation framework� Therefore�
we intended to propagate the Cramer�Rao bound on the covariance matrix of the state�
space parameter estimates to that of the coe�cients of the corresponding I�O transfer
function� Because of Gauss� formula� this is usually done by making use of the Jacobian
matrix of the state�space to transfer function transformation�
Here� we have shown a way to e�ciently compute this matrix� It is achieved in performing
the product of Jacobian matrices associated to particular model �parameter� transforma�
tions� �rstly� from the original state�space model to a state�space representation where
the state�feedback matrix is diagonal and� secondly� from this latter state�space represen�
tation to the model transfer function�
Numerical discussions have emphasized how large the computational complexity improve�
ment of the proposed method is in comparison to that of existing solutions�
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